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Abstract: This work presents a new architecture concept for microfluidic devices, which combines
the conventional 3D printing fabrication process with the stable and precise integration of polymeric
functional materials in small footprints within the microchannels in well-defined locations. The
approach solves the assembly errors that normally occur during the integration of functional and/or
sensing materials in hybrid microfluidic devices. The method was demonstrated by embedding
four pH-sensitive ionogel microstructures along the main microfluidic channel of a complex 3D
printed microfluidic device. The results showed that this microfluidic architecture, comprising the
internal integration of sensing microstructures of diverse chemical compositions, highly enhanced
the adhesion force between the microstructures and the 3D printed microfluidic device that contains
them. In addition, the performance of this novel 3D printed pH sensor device was investigated using
image analysis of the pH colour variations obtained from photos taken with a conventional camera.
The device presented accurate and repetitive pH responses in the 2 to 12 pH range without showing
any type of device deterioration or lack of performance over time.

Keywords: benchtop 3D printer; colorimetric image analysis; functional materials; embedding of
ionogels; miniaturised pH sensors

1. Introduction

During the last two decades, efforts have been made to reduce the size of analytical
components in order to further miniaturise microfluidic devices. In this scaling down
process, the size of the sensing element of an analytical device is critical. The miniaturisa-
tion of the sensing elements within microfluidic devices increases the ratio between the
surface area and the volume of the sensors, resulting in improved diffusion and enhanced
mass transfer through the sensing materials and accelerated response times [1]. This size
reduction requires a smaller sample volume, provides accurate control of fluid flow, and
ensures a homogeneous distribution of species all along the sensor [2], guaranteeing a
highly controllable environment for analysis, chemically speaking, when compared to
traditional sensors. The process of miniaturisation also allows for multiplexing by having
a number of micro-sensors in a controlled area for the simultaneous sensing of different
species, or performing the same reaction in parallel with many sensors [3,4]. Multiplexing
can also lead to barcode sensing, in which the final result of the analysis comes from the
combination of all the sensing outputs [5,6]. Therefore, recent developments in portable
and disposable analytical instrumentation reveal an increasing interest in the integration of
sensing materials [7–9] and functional materials to act as pumps and valves in microfluidic
systems [10–12]. However, there is still a high demand for truly integrative strategies that
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are simple to implement and enable functional materials to be adequately coupled within
LOC devices [9,13].

Recently, 3D printing technology is gaining more attention than similar techniques
used for the integration of materials or reagents within microfluidic devices, such as inkjet
printing [14] or non-contact microarrayers [15]. 3D printing technology enables rapid
design iterations and fast optimisation during the development of the technology, offering
great advantages over traditional microfabrication techniques such as photolithography,
soft lithography, xurography, hot embossing, etc. [16–18]. 3D printing has been used for the
integration of materials or reagents within microfluidic devices through microfabrication,
such as microfabricated valves and pumps [19] or 3D cell culture with customised cell
distribution, heterogeneity, or tissue-specific functions [20]. Such approaches are successful
for the printing of multiple materials, but they require modifications to the printers or the
chemical composition of the material to be printed in order to adapt them to the specific
fabrication needs, both of which complicate and increase fabrication costs.

Recent developments in assembly-free fluidic valves and pumps have been demon-
strated within 3D printed microfluidic devices [21], as well as 3D printed smart sensing
materials [22,23] and functional materials [24–26] in microfluidic systems. These types of
materials provide new functionalities for in situ operations, fulfilling the needs of more
autonomous and easy-to-use devices, which may lower energy consumption and, thus,
improve operability compared to traditional benchtop and microfluidics systems [9]. In
particular, ionogels are polymeric hybrid materials that have generated interest for their po-
tential in sensing applications [27]. They incorporate an ionic liquid (IL) within the polymer
matrix, resulting in a polymeric network that combines the properties of both the three-
dimensional solid structure of the polymer and the negligible vapour pressure and thermal
stability of the immobilised IL. ILs also present high solvation power as they are able to
dissolve substances that are difficult to dissolve in conventional solvents (monomers, cross-
linkers, etc.) [28]. There is an endless number of ILs with different natures, so the chemical
and physical properties of the ionogel can be adjusted by simply changing the IL [29]. In
addition, ionogels can be tailored to be photopatternable for in situ polymerisation and
tuned to integrate other molecules within their matrix to acquire new functionalities [9,30].
Among others, colorimetric sensors are a great example of the integration of functional
materials in microfluidic analytical devices for sensing applications [23].

Colorimetric sensors allow us to translate the output either by the naked eye or by
using optical instruments, so their simplicity and versatility facilitate their implementation
in microfluidic and portable devices. Colorimetry offers a more affordable and user-friendly
sensing approach with adequate data collection and imaging [31]. In particular, the HSV
colorimetry system has been used to quantify colour events in microfluidic devices [32,33].
HSV is a transformation of the traditional RGB, where the hue component (H) defines
the colour represented by a number from 0 to 360 that corresponds to a position on a
colour space coordinate diagram, defining a unique and precise colour. The other two
coordinates of the system correspond to intensity (S) and darkness (V). Hue is stable and
easy to calculate, making it a useful tool for colorimetric sensing applications in microfluidic
analytical devices [23,34].

Considering the technological limitations during the integration of functional materials
within 3D printed microfluidic devices, we present a specially designed microfluidic
architecture that allows for the easy integration of multiple materials within 3D printed
microfluidic devices in the form of discrete sensing zones with controlled dimensions,
which avoids assembly errors. The fabrication uses 3D printed T-shaped cavities in the
channel for the easy, in situ, and precise integration of polymerisable materials, with no
need of surface functionalisation. The technique simplifies the manufacturability of hybrid
3D printed microfluidic devices. Moreover, our approach combines the use of conventional
3D printing equipment with a smart design strategy, which plays an essential role in the
integration of hydrophilic functional materials on hydrophobic or organophilic materials,
without any prior surface treatment. As a proof of principle, the proposed strategy was
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used to embed four pH-sensing ionogels, all of different chemical compositions, in order to
provide pH measurements over a wide range of pH values and within the microchannels
of hybrid microfluidic devices.

2. Experimental Section
2.1. Fabrication of the Chip by 3D Printing

The design and a real picture of the microfluidic device is depicted in Figure 1a. The
device featured internal microfluidic channels directly connected to external connectors.
The three female-luer connectors, two at the inlet and one at the outlet, allowed for the
connection of the main microfluidic channel with external fluidic sources due to it being
compatible with P-675 male luer to 1/4-28 female connector and with Barb to Slip-Type male
luer adapters (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). The main channel featured an open
channel section that was 32 mm long, 700 µm wide, and 700 µm high, located on the top side
of the device, which was closed with a pressure-sensitive adhesive layer (PSA) (Adhesive
Research, Limerick, Ireland) when in operation. The other four small connectors, with
internal cone shapes of D1 = 1.3 mm, D2 = 1 mm, and H = 3 mm, were specially designed
to allow for the precise coupling of pipette tips for the leak-free pipetting of viscous
materials. These connectors, together with the adjacent internal channels, were arranged
perpendicularly to the main channel, and aimed to facilitate the integration of the material
of interest. The adjacent integration channels and the main microfluidic channel were
connected using three-dimensional T-shaped cavities that allowed the pipetted material to
be embedded and anchored on the walls of the reservoirs fabricated on the bottom side
of the main microchannel (Figure 1b). This structure consisted of an internal channel that
was 11.2 mm long and 1 mm in diameter, and a T-shaped cavity of 2.2 µL. The total volume
that was to be integrated in to this structure was 12.4 µL. Therefore, the four pH-sensing
ionogels were integrated within the T-shaped anchorage structure, leading to strategically
positioned sensing zones, of 0.5 mm2 surface area, at the bottom of the main channel
(Figure 1c). A Y-shaped channel and a serpentine were included at the inlet to enable
simultaneous injection and the mixing of two reagents so that chemical reactions could be
performed inside the meandering channel section located before the sensing zones of the
device. The Y-shaped channels were 15.8 mm long, 500 µm wide, and 600 µm high, and the
meandering channel was 44 mm long, 700 µm wide, and 700 µm high.

3D printing technology was used to manufacture the microfluidic device. It consists
of a light-based stereolithography (SLA) 3D printer (Formlab 1+, Formlabs, U.S.) process
that builds individual layers of a model with a liquid polymer by hardening it with a
laser beam. Creo Parametrics 2.0 CAD software was used to design 3D models of the
microfluidic device (Figure 1a), and PreForm software was used to build the supporting
structures that allow for satisfactory printing of the devices (see Figure S1). The device
was 3D printed as a single piece, in acrylic material (Clear resin FLGP CL02, Formlabs,
Somerville, MA, USA), using a 50 µm printing resolution. After printing, the obtained
structure was rinsed in isopropyl alcohol (Scharlabs, Barcelona, Spain) for 4 min in order
to eliminate the uncured resin from the cavities and was subsequently post-cured under
365 nm UV light using an EF-180C handheld UV lamp (SpectrolineTM, Hampshire, UK),
for 15 min. Then, the holders were removed from the microfluidic devices with a snip
and the final devices were wet-sandpolished to enhance transparency. Once the sensors
were integrated within the channel, the devices were sealed with a PSA layer (Adhesive
Research, Limerick, Ireland). Luers (Microfluidics ChipShop, Jena, Germany) and tubing
(Altmann Analytik GmbH & Co., München, Germany) were used to make a functional
microfluidic device and introduce the liquid samples.
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2.2. Ionogels Synthesis and Integration

For the synthesis of the prepolymer solution, the four basic components and the
two ILs were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Madrid, Spain). As the monomer,
poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAAm) was used, dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone
(DMPA) as the photoinitiator and N,N’-methylenebisacrylamide (mBAA) as the crosslinker.
The three components were solubilised in two ionic liquids. 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
ethyl sulphate (EMIES) was used for bromocresol green (Scharlab, Barcelona, Spain), phe-
nol red and phenolphthalein (Sigma Aldrich, Madrid, Spain) sensors, and trihexyltetrade-
cylphosphonium dicyanamide (DCA) for bromocresol purple (Acros Organics, Madrid,
Spain) sensor. The prepolymer solution of each pH sensor was comprised of NIPAAm
monomer, DMPA, mBAAm crosslinker, IL and a pH indicator (BG, BP, PR or Ph). The molar
relation was the same in all the sensors: 40:2:1 (NIPAAm:DMPA:mBAAm), but different
for the pH indicators and the ILs, as indicated in Table 1. The crosslinker, IL, and pH indi-
cators were mixed at 80 ◦C under stirring conditions until fully dissolved. For the PR sensor,
60.0 µL of NaOH, 0.01 M, and 20.0 µL NaOH, 1M, were added to the mixture at
continuous stirring.

Table 1. Chemical composition of the different ionogel materials used for the fabrication of the pH sensors.

pH Indicator

Ionic Liquid
NIPAAm

(mg)
mBAAm

(mg)
DMPA

(mg)
pH Indicator

(mg)
Ionic Liquid

(mL)

BG/EMIES 452.0 30.9 30.0 5.0 2.0

BP/DCA 452.0 30.9 30.0 5.0 1.5

PR/EMIES 452.0 30.9 30.0 5.0 1.0

Ph/EMIES 452.0 30.9 30.0 7.0 2.0

The integration of the sensing materials was carried out by loading 13.0 µL of the
different ionogel precursor cocktails from the four pipette-tip connectors to the T-shaped
structures, and the cocktails were subsequently photopolymerised under UV light at
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365 nm (EF-180C hand-held UV lamp, Spectoline, Hong Kong, China) for 45 min. Once
polymerised, the ionogels were rinsed with isopropanol and distilled water in order to
eliminate any non-polymerised material. After polymerising, the ionogel containing BP
was soaked in a concentrated solution of BP in ethanol, 1.0 µL of the solution, for 15 min in
order to improve its colour response. To prepare the BP concentrated solution, 10.0 mg of
BP powder were dissolved in 10.0 mL of ethanol. Finally, the device was sealed with a PSA
layer to generate a fully functional microfluidic device for pH sensing.

2.3. Set-Up and Imaging

The device was characterised using the set-up shown in Figure 2. It consisted of a
syringe pump, Standard Infuse/Withdraw Pump 11 Elite Programmable Syringe Pump
(Harvard apparatus, Cambridge, MA, USA), to drive the liquid through the device, a
microscope with an integrated camera (ISH500 Tucsen Photonics, Fujian, China), and a
software application (TCapture, Tucsen Photonics, Fujian, China) for image acquisition.
The samples were reproducibly illuminated using a light source composed of a LED lamp
(MKM012405WH1, 25W, ADEO, Ronchin, France) and a LED ring-light in a homemade
white chamber, which ensured the same light conditions during the picture/video ac-
quisition process. The captured images were saved in a TIF format with a resolution of
2584 × 1936 pixels. Then, a region of interest (ROI) of 120 by 120 pixels (0.5 mm2) was
chosen from each of the sensor surfaces for analysis. The white balance settings of the
microscope camera were kept constant during the experiments. ImageJ (1.53 t 24 August
2022, NIH), software was used to determine the RGB colorimetric parameters of each pH
sensor ionogel, and from those, Hue (from HSV system) was then calculated using Wolfram
Alpha (https://www.wolframalpha.com/ (accessed on 1 April 2019)), in order to obtain
the colour of the ionogel.
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2.4. pH Sensor Colorimetric Characterisation

The pH-sensing performance of the ionogels was characterised by flowing solutions at
different pHs and flow rates (2–600 µL min−1) through the 3D printed microfluidic device
using the pump. The pH solutions were prepared using HCl for the acidic ones (from 1 to
7) and NaOH for the alkaline ones (from 8 to 14) (Sigma Aldrich, Madrid, Spain). For the
acidic series, pH 1 solution was first prepared making an HCl 0.1 M solution in distilled
water, and subsequent pH solutions were made with a 1:10 dilution of the previous pH
solution. To prepare the pH solutions of the basic series, the same procedure was followed.
First, NaOH 1 M (pH 14) was prepared, and sequential 1:10 dilutions were made until

https://www.wolframalpha.com/
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pH 8 solution was reached. Then, the acquired images for each pH value and sensing zone
were analysed, as previously explained. Finally, the operation ranges were defined for the
four pH sensor ionogels. A Milwaukee pH-51 (Barcelona, Spain) pH-meter was used to
measure the pH of each solution.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Microfluidic Device Fabrication

The printing process was optimised to enable internal and superficial channels and in-
ternal T-shaped features by means of a conventional stereolithography 3D printing method
(see Figure S1). Model orientation and supporting structures are of utmost importance
to generating successful printings of complex features containing internal cavities [35].
Supporting structures were found to be important to give physical support to the 3D
printed features and to avoid the non-homogeneous shrinkage and compression of bottom
layers in the case of models that contain a flat surface. Therefore, an incorrect orientation
of any of the parts led to internal microchannel clogging; thus, a proper orientation was
necessary to enable the draining of the uncured resin trapped inside the microstructures.
Figure S1 shows adequate orientation and supporting structures for a satisfactory 3D
printed device, with the most critical features, with the deepest cavities, and at the upper-
most plane. They were printed at the last moment to avoid the clogging of the cavities.
We also considered the printing time and removal of the uncured resin before bringing
the printed part to ambient light to avoid clogging the internal structures. To solve all the
problems stated above, the printing conditions were optimized so that the supports were
distributed periodically with a high occupancy density over the entire bottom side of the
part, which was oriented with an angle of 30◦ to the horizontal axis and 20◦ to the vertical
axis. This way, the resulting contraction for the printed part, after UV polymerization, was
seen to be homogeneous and negligible for the proposed application.

The microfluidic structures could also be fabricated by microfabrication techniques
such as lamination or the popular method of soft lithography, but these are more laborious
techniques. They require precise alignment and bonding of more than one part to generate
the final device, as in this case, which demanded internal structures. Moreover, due to
the high hydrophobicity of PDMS devices, ionogels did not deposit well in channels. 3D
printing is based on loading the design and waiting for the result, which facilitates any
possible change needed in the design, while for techniques such as soft lithography, a
design change begets longer fabrication steps after the modification of the design. The
lack of alignment steps is also a major advantage of 3D printing, which, in our case, just
required a polishing step to smoothen the surface of the device and the adhesion of a PSA
layer to close the channel.

The use of an open channel aimed to increase the transparency of the device in the
positions where colorimetric measurements were needed. This type of resin is highly
transparent after fabrication, but it suffers from aging over time, developing a yellowish
colour [33]. This considerably reduced the transparency of the material, so the colour would
not be accurately measured over time. Although several 3D printable resins are catalogued
as optically clear, such as the FLGP CL02 resist used in this work, their transparency
depends on the roughness of the surface, making these materials translucent at best but
not fully transparent [18]. Therefore, in order to avoid the aforementioned transparency
issues, the open microfluidic channel was fabricated and subsequently sealed using PSA to
enhance optical transparency. PSA is a transparent film that does not lose its transparency,
and if it becomes damaged, it can be easily replaced by another PSA layer.

3.2. Integration of pH-Sensitive Ionogels in the 3D Printed Microfluidic Device

Our strategy to integrate functional materials in 3D printed microfluidics devices
involved the combination of T-shape cavities with UV-photopolymerisable sensors. This
method facilitated the precise positioning of the sensing materials inside the microfluidic
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channel without the need to use the complex 3D printing of multiple materials processes
or spotters [36].

To evaluate the efficacy of the proposed strategy, we compared the shape and adhesion
strength of ionogels loaded and polymerised either within T-shaped anchoring structures
or directly on the surface of microfluidic channels (Figure 3a). We added 2.2 µL of the
four pH-sensitive ionogels in both the conventional rectangular channel and by using
the T-shape cavities. After UV-polymerisation of the ionogels, the microfluidic channels
were closed with the PSA layer and the device was connected to the pump. Well-defined
and regular ionogel shapes with the T-shape cavities were obtained. However, we ob-
served inhomogeneous sensing sections with different shapes, areas, and heights in the
microchannel (without the T-shape cavities) after ionogel polymerisation.
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Figure 3. Adhesion tests performed to analyse the importance of the proposed architecture on the
robustness of the integrated pH sensors. (a) 3D model representation of the microfluidic device,
in which two different 3D printed structures were compared: a simple channel (top channel) and
the proposed T-shaped well architecture (bottom channel). Images show the integration of the
materials (b) right after polymerisation and rinsing with distilled water and (c) after 2 min flow at
600 µL min−1, pH = 6.

To test the adhesion of the gels within the channel, flow was increased from 100
to 600 µL·min−1. All the ionogels immobilised within the T-shape structures remained
attached and stable. In the channels, on the other hand, the pH sensor with BP, which
contains a hydrophobic ionic liquid (DCA), easily detached from the microchannel during
the rinsing step with distilled water (Figure 3b,c). The other three pH sensors, with the
hydrophilic ionic liquid (EMIES), remained attached to the channel surface. The results
demonstrated that the integrated T-shape cavities increased the anchoring capacity of
the materials, avoiding surface functionalisation and enabling the integration of sensing
zones with a well-defined shape, regardless of their chemical composition. The T-shaped
configuration provided a precise positioning of all the pH sensors, with reproducible
sensing areas previously defined during the microfluidic designing step.

This strategy had important implications as the inhomogeneity of the sensing area
impacted on the sensor performance and on the obtained results. This is even more
important for colorimetric sensors where the colour distribution on the sensing surface
should be homogeneous. Obviously, the sensors generated on the conventional channels
were not able to provide good responses over time, and results were not reproducible from
device to device, leading to high pH value deviations over equal sensors.
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In the case of the pH sensors, the diffusion of protons through the sensing matrix is
important to control their response time. Therefore, in the sensors fabricated in the channel,
their response to pH variations was random. On the other hand, in the T-shape sensors
their response was homogeneous and repetitive in all of the sensing areas, regardless of
their chemical composition and device. Therefore, the results evidenced that this fabrication
protocol ensured reproducibility in size and shape during the manufacture of the polymer
sensing areas within 3D printed microfluidic networks, and thus, a homogeneous and
repetitive sensor response.

It is important to note that the chemistry of the ionogel influenced the integration
process, e.g., DCA versus EMIES IL, evidenced the need of functionalisation steps when
using ionogels in conventional microfluidic channels. The adhesion results presented in
Figure 3 demonstrate that a surface functionalisation treatment was necessary to create
stable ionogel microstructures with defined dimensions and shapes, as previously reported
in the section discussing conventional channels [34]. The functionalisation of the surface of a
microfluidic device in a specific location of the channel is a complicated task, and it becomes
more complicated for microfluidic devices fabricated by 3D printing due to the nature
(chemistry) of the printing materials, resins, and the device fabrication protocols, making
these types of sensing capabilities impractical. However, when the T-shape architecture
was combined with photopolymerisable materials, these limitations were overtaken. In
addition, in precise locations, T-shape cavities were suitable for loading viscous ionogel
solutions and generating sensors after in situ polymerisation.

3.3. pH Sensing with the 3D Printed Microfluidic Device

The performance of the device (four sensing areas) at different pHs is presented in
Figure 4a and Table S1. We observed an immediate colour change in the middle of the
sensor (<1 s) that spread over the whole sensor in 2 min. The Hue value of 0.5 mm2 ROI
slightly varied during this time period. Therefore, a measurement was taken after 2 min
to ensure we had a homogeneous colour distribution in the whole sensor surface and a
repetitive Hue value from device to device. It needs to be highlighted that a 2 min detection
time is not a limiting factor, as smaller ROIs can be selected in the middle of the sensor
surface, enabling faster analysis times.

According to the results presented in Figure 4b, each sensing area had a characteristic
sensing performance, showing a colour change at a specific pH value. The BG sensor
showed an evident colour switch from pH 2 to 4 (pKa of 2.0, see SI Section “ionogel
pH sensor performance” and Table S1, for further explanation) [5,37–39], with a less
pronounced variation of the Hue value, 200 ± 25, from pH 6, which was considered as
the plateau value for this particular sensing area. The BP sensor displayed a colour switch
from pH 4 to 9 (pKa of 5.9) with pseudo plateau values of 75 ± 25 and 225 ± 25, before and
after switching. On the other hand, the colour switch of PR and Ph sensors underwent
drastic changes to purple at pH 9–10 (pKa of 9.5) and at pH 10–11 (pKa of 10.4), respectively.
We observed that, for acidic pH values, the colour did not change for both sensors, which
corresponded to the behaviour of these types of indicators in solution. For instance, the
PR has low solubility in acidic and neutral media but is soluble in alkaline solutions,
showing a 6.8–8.2 gradual pH transition from yellow to purple. Therefore, the prepolymer
solution containing PR was slightly alkalinised before polymerisation in order to improve
the solubility of PR (experimental Section 2.2). The four sensing areas, when used as a
barcode sensor, enabled the measurement of the whole pH range of the solution passing
through the microchannel, from pH 2 to 12.
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Figure 4. (a) Images of the barcode pH sensor are of the microfluidic device for six pH conditions,
ranging from 2 to 12. (b) Hue (H) values for each ionogel pH sensor, when varying the pH from 2
to 12, and the pKa values for each sensor (x). Error bars correspond to the mean values ± SD (n = 3)
for three different devices, which were fabricated at different times, using fresh ionogel solutions
each time.

The transition ranges reported in the literature for the pH indicators in solution
used in this work are 3.8–5.4 for BG, 5.2–6.8 for BP, 6.8–8.2 for PR, and 8.2–10 for Ph [40].
These values are slightly different from the ones found by us. We previously reported the
deviation in the response range of the pH indicators in the ionogel from their expected
values in solution, and this deviation was attributed to the immobilisation of the indicators
in the gel-like structure [5].

It is worth mentioning that, for the four sensing areas, the biggest deviations in Hue
values occurred at pH values that were close to the switching point of each indicator. At
those points, local variations on the colour, brightness, and shadowing at different locations
of the sensor surface were observed due to the inhomogeneity of the ionogel surface. This
led to a less homogeneous colour and a higher Hue value error. Other types of image
analysis techniques could be used in order to reduce this systematic error.

3.4. pH Sensing Performance

In order to validate the barcode sensor performance in the 3D printed microfluidic
device, a simple acid–base reaction was performed. An acidic solution, 0.1 M HCl, was
introduced in one of the inlets and a basic solution, 0.1 M NaOH, was passed through the
other inlet at a flow rate of 150 µL·min−1. These two solutions were mixed in the serpentine
where the acid–base reaction took place, as seen in Figure 5. Then, the pH value of the
solution was estimated from the calibrated Hue values of each sensor. This was done by
fitting the calibration curves to sigmoidal equations to meet the solutions given by the
Henderson–Haseelbach Equation [5]. The equations were resolved using Solver, a program
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that uses an iterative method to perform calculations for finding a solution that satisfies
all the constraints defined, thus obtaining the pH values for each Hue value read from
the ionogel sensing areas, see SI Section “ionogel pH sensor performance” and results
from Table S2, for further explanation. Finally, after the reaction occurred, the value was
compared to the pH value of the solution obtained with a commercial pH-meter (7.0).
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Figure 5. Picture of the section of the pH sensor device (a) after washing it with DI water and
(b) after the reaction of an equimolar mixture of HCl and NaOH was performed inside the meandering
channel and passed through the sensing areas.

Hue values of the sensing areas were calculated to be 211 for BG, 206 for BP, 25 for PR,
and 87 for Ph, and were compared with the Hue values given by those sensing areas during
the characterisation process (Figure 5b and Table S2). According to the results obtained
from the fitted equations, the Hue values obtained from the sensing areas were 7.5 for BG,
7.2 for BP, 6.9 for PR, and 6.8 for Ph. The average pH value for the acid/base reaction
performed in the microfluidic device for the four sensing areas was 7.1 ± 0.3, according to
the MATLAB fittings (see Table S2). An accuracy of 0.1, RE (%) = 1.4%, was obtained when
comparing this result with the one obtained using the benchtop pH-meter.

Several studies reported the development of microsystems for pH sensing with the
sensors in suspension [41,42] or with surface sensors [43]. They showed short response
times and good sensitivity, but they required expensive and specialised equipment such
as fluorescence or an optical spectrometer, photodiodes, and a laser. SERS measurements
of smart-nano-in-micro particles showed a sensitivity of 0.2 in pH variation but required
sample handling to collect the particles and measure their response under specialised
equipment. Moreover, there was a lack of real-time measurement because of the time gap
due to handling [41]. Moradi et al. reported a fluorescence-based microfluidic pH sensor
which was sensitive and performed real-time measurements, but it required specialised
equipment to induce and measure fluorescence [43]. Lu et al. suggested a colorimetric
surface-sensing approach for pH monitoring for pH < 3 and pH > 6 [41]. Similar to our
work, they combined a colorimetric pH indicator with a polymeric membrane, but they
collected the data and transformed it into voltage by following a complex process. The
surface sensor relied on trapping the membrane between the bottom and the upper part
of the device, which complicated the device fabrication. Therefore, our work offers a
colorimetric pH measurement tool with dynamic fabrication features that does not require
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expensive or specialised equipment for the data analysis, demonstrating its unique place
within pre-existing technology.

These things considered, the barcode ensures four simultaneous measurements in a
simple way. Their combination should match with one of the combinations obtained in
the calibration. Therefore, if one of the sensors does not work properly, it could be easily
detected due to a mismatch with the other three measurements.

3.5. 3D Printed Microfluidic Device Reusability

The performance of the device was investigated over time by measuring the Hue of
the four sensing areas at two different pH values for fourteen times using a strong acid
solution (pH 2) followed by a strong basic solution (pH 12). A pH 2 solution was introduced
through the inlet and, after 2 min, the Hue values were measured. Then, the basic solution
was introduced, also measuring the colorimetric response after 2 min (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Hue values at pH 2 and pH 12 for 14 cycles of passing through the sensing areas using an
acidic solution followed by a basic solution. The Hue values were obtained after 2 min stabilisation
time. The dashed and dotted lines indicate the average of the Hue values from all of the cycles for
each sensor at pH 2 and 12, respectively.

BP and PR presented the best repetitiveness, showing little deviation from the average
value for all of the cycles. BP displayed really good repetitiveness values during the
14 cycles, showing Hue values of 68 ± 5 for pH 2 and 249 ± 1 for pH 12. Regarding PR,
Hue values were also stable, 40 ± 5 for pH 2 and 284 ± 5 for pH 12, see Figure S2.

When it comes to BG and Ph, both sensors displayed lower stability after the 14 cycles.
BG gave a stable signal for pH 12 during all the cycles, showing a Hue signal of 201 ± 4,
while at pH 2, the signal started to decrease from cycle 12 on, showing a Hue of 85 ± 16.
On the other hand, Ph ionogel presented a less repetitive performance. Indeed, the Hue
value at both pH’s did not recover the original values after the third cycle. This tendency
can be observed in Figure 6. The Hue values were 57 ± 8 for pH 2 and 271 ± 9 for pH 12
(see Figure S2).

It must be highlighted that the pH indicators that do not fully recover the initial Hue
values were the BG, responding in a pH range of 1–3, and the Ph, responding in a pH
range of 10–12. In contrast, BP (responding to pH 5–9) and PR (responding to pH 9–11)
recovered the colours well during the 14 cycles (pH 2 to 12). In an attempt to explain this,
we speculate that the accumulative effect of protons from the pH 2 solution was not fully
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neutralised with the base of the pH 12 solution, varying the BG and the Ph colours at
those extreme pHs. On the other hand, BP and PR responded well to those two pH value
changes during the 14 cycles in a reversible way, with Hue values of low deviation, showing
great recovery and performance since the colour change was far from the two extreme pH
values investigated. Additionally, the fast and homogenous colorimetric response from the
indicators demonstrated an adequate diffusion of protons through the ionogel polymeric
matrix (~0.01 cm2 s−1).

4. Conclusions

The proposed strategy aims to simplify the task of integrating functional materials
within 3D printed microfluidic devices. It combined a 3D printed smart architecture and
the in situ integration of photopolymerisable functional materials with integrated sensing
moieties within their polymeric matrixes. The main advantage of this was the simplicity of
the integration procedure, making the process user-friendly and accessible to many end
users from different scientific fields.

The enhanced adhesion obtained due to the anchoring characteristics of the architec-
ture avoided the need for any chemical functionalisation on the surface for the generation
of precise and stable sensing zones. The reproducible dimensions of the sensing zone
minimised assembly errors and enhanced sensing performance. Moreover, this strategy
combined two stand-alone techniques, in situ photopolymerisation of functional materials
and 3D printing, so it did not require any modification of conventional printers, printing
resins, or the integrated functional materials.

This integration protocol was demonstrated for a miniaturised pH sensor barcode
composed of four pH sensing areas, all of different chemical compositions, where each
sensing area aimed to provide a high-performance resolution in a specific pH range, while
all sensing areas together covered the whole pH range. The possibility of producing
multiple sensing areas along the main channel opens multiplexing capabilities. Moreover,
other biorecognition elements (enzymatic assays, antibodies, biomolecules, etc.), could be
incorporated within the polymer matrix, covalently or by ionic interactions, in order to
extend the toolbox of materials and biosensors, and thus, the sensing capabilities of the
device [23,44–46].

The dimensions and design used in this work enabled easy data collection and colori-
metric analysis with no specialised equipment, but we would like to highlight the versatility
of the technique. The system could be used with different design configurations for many
applications. For instance, by integrating other types of functional materials, the fabricated
areas could be used as actuators [47]. Moreover, the dimension of the areas is just limited
by the printer parameters and the chemistry of the sensor.

Furthermore, this fabrication method used conventional bench-top 3D printing, of-
fering the advantage of rapid fabrication cycles, which led to reduced costs and enhanced
efficiency, allowing for the agile production of complex geometries to bridge the gap
between new ideas and the generation of prototypes for design optimisation. This en-
abled us to achieve optimised and accelerated transitions from prototype to product, in a
cost-effective way, reducing the risks associated with manufacturing.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/chemosensors11040253/s1, Figure S1: Image of a printing model that includes a supporting
structure and proper model orientation; Table S1: Hue values given by BG, BP, PR, and Ph sensors
for pH values from 2 to 12. Error bars correspond to mean values ± SD (n = 3); Ionogel pH sensor
performance including Table S2: Fitting data for the calibration curves of BG, BP, and PR; Matlab
code [5,37–39].
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